
After receiving the sudden news of losing her father 

whilst on the other side of the world backpacking, 

Lindsey threw herself into adventure to deal with the 

grief. Having not ridden a bike since at school, she 

decided to cycle to Paris.

She liked it. So, she cycled the length of Britain. 

She liked that too and then scaled the African 

continent. But, she didn’t just stick to adventuring 

on two wheels. She ran from her home in London 

Dear Lindsey-the-super-fantastic-mind-boggling-exploring-adventurer, My life is now complete because you taught me to never put aside my dreams and go adventuring and do crazy stuff and scare my mum.
Tim, 12, Essex

to Manchester, carrying a ukulele to busk on arrival. 

Hearing the absurdity of her latest challenge, the 

local radio station got her to sing and play each night 

live. The only problem was that she couldn’t play 

or sing. She then turned to eight wheels, and roller 

skated to Paris, whilst learning en route. And, having 

been inspired by the story she read ten years earlier, 

she trekked for ten weeks on her own, across the 

Australian outback, following the Rabbit Proof Fence, 

retracing the amazing journey of three young sisters.

Lindsey Cole LOVES adventure. Nothing makes her happier 
than being on the road, armed with a map and destination 
somewhere unknown. From running with Kenyans to trekking 
through the harsh Australian desert solo, she has come to 
realise that anything is possible.
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Delivered as a 20-minute or a 45-minute extended talk.

Lindsey shares her passion for adventure and exploring this 

wonderful planet with primary school age pupils right up to 

school leavers and university students. With emphasis on 

“there’s no time like the present” and “anything is possible” 

she helps students to find courage from within.

In this impassioned and effervescent talk Lindsey takes 

students on her journey through the highs and lows of 

being an adventurer. From run ins with wild camels to being 

alone on top of a mountain, Lindsey will inspire students to 

think big, out of the box and have the courage to take on new 

challenges head on. Her story of stepping out of her comfort 

zone encourages students to reconsider what they’re capable of.

Lindsey uses these messages, enthusiasm and energy to make  

a long lasting impact on her audiences.

Motivational Talk

In this talk students will:

- be encouraged to seize the moment and chase their dreams;

- learn that they can emerge wiser and stronger from set backs;

- believe that anything is possible when they put their mind to it, and;

- never be afraid to try something new.

While many people hope to 
follow in the footsteps of 
their heroes, few are willing to 
trek 1600km through Western 
Australia’s inhospitable outback 
to do so. Yet, that is what British 
adventurer, Lindsey Cole did.

North West Telegraph

Lindsey was so inspiring and uplifting. She 

encouraged our students to follow their dreams 

without the fear of failure, clearly leaving an 

indelible mark on them as they were talking 

about her for weeks.

Little Ilford School, London

Lindsey’s charismatic style of delivery gripped the 

students and left them talking about her endeavours 

and photos. A truly enchanting and inspiring assembly, 

enjoyed by the staff and indeed the students. 

Ackley Wood School, Bucks, UK

Lindsey is a wonderful story teller, so rare 

and treasured in todays world of instant and 

superfast. Inspiring , powerful yet so down to 

earth and human, the Tribe loved every minute 

of her talk and couldn’t get enough out of her. 

The Onion Coworking Space, Ubud, Bali
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